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Green building becoming more mainstream
By Caroline Klapper
From the outside, Mark Bondurant’s
Bondurant said of his home.
home, which he shares with his wife and
Aside from the solar panels, which protwo children, doesn’t look particularly out
vide electricity to the home (usually more
of the ordinary.
than the Bondurants use on a monthly baWhile the style is modern, it’s not outsis), the home has several other features that
landish or particularly unusual looking.
help to conserve energy or provide heat to
It’s only the 20 solar panels on the roof that
the home.
hint at the fact that this might not be a typiFor water heating, Bondurant installed a
cal three bedroom, two-bathroom home.
heat pump water heater, which uses a comAs owner of the green building company
pressor-type system to warm the water.
Rare Earth Builders, Bondurant has been
“It’s a very efficient way to do it,” he said.
designing and building sustainable green
Another form of heating in the home is the
homes in Western North Carolina since
use of geothermal heat, which comes from a
1999. Of course, his personal home in Can370-foot loop of tubing that goes around the
MARK BONDURANT’S HOME / Donated photo
ton is no exception to Bondurant’s philosoproperty. The tubing is buried five feet unphy of using sustainable practices for building.
derground, where the temperature remains a pretty constant 55 degrees,
“It’s trying to lay very lightly on the environment, so it’s not parasitic,” and it holds a fluid that either picks up or releases heat depending on the
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temperature of the home.
The home also uses the sun’s energy through
passive solar design.
“The idea of passive solar is that you’ve got
the sun out there, so why not use it to heat the
house,” Bondurant explained.
The concept is based on using natural sunlight
to heat the home. Large windows are placed on
the southern side of the home, which receives
the most sunlight. The windows are made from
“low-E” glass and are well insulated to prevent
the captured heat from transferring back outside
the home, and to make the design even more efficient, Bondurant has installed a cement floor to
hold the energy for a longer period of time.
During the summer, the home doesn’t overheat because the sun is higher in the sky, and
window overhangs are designed to be just the
right width to shade the windows during the
warmer months.
One of the issues caused by having such a
tightly sealed and insulated home is the need to
circulate fresh air into the house and vent stale
air out. This process is accomplished through the

home’s ERV (Energy Recovery Ventilator), which
has the job of exhausting old air and bringing in
fresh air.
The result of all this “green” technology has
been a dramatic decrease in the Home Energy
Rating Score. The lower the HERS is, the more
energy efficient a home is.
For example, a typical energy star rated home,
which uses appliances and other technology that
use energy at lower rates has a HERS of about 85
percent. However, the Bondurant’s home HERS
is 12 percent, meaning it uses 12 percent of the
energy of a typical home.
While the green technology and concepts in
the energy efficiency of the home are impressive,
Bondurant’s home also has its playful side.
“It’s fun too,” he said, describing the use of
natural lines and designs from nature to create
accents in the home. “There are a lot of little details.”
The wood in the home is mostly locally lumbered wood, including cherry, birch and poplar.
The baseboards, the trim above the doors and
many other areas where wood is used, show off

the natural curves of the lumber.
Even the metal work inside the home, such
as the stair banister, are botanically inspired
sprouting metal “leaves” on vine-like railings.
Creative spaces also include a secret room
and the brass fireman’s pole, providing a fun
way of going downstairs for the children.
While green sustainable building is sometimes more expensive, Bondurant said, cost is
going down on many technologies, and he sees
green construction becoming more and more
mainstream until it is considered the only way
to build.
Saving money is a long-term benefit of using
sustainable building techniques and technology
as well as having less impact on the environment, and right now, the government offers rebates for the installation of green technologies
in the home.
“With home building, there’s a lot of times
you can be creative,” Bondurant said. “Our
understanding of how houses work is always
evolving. I think before long everyone is going
to have to build this way.”

78259
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Double digging helps make great gardens
By Jim Janke
For plants, the soil is everything. Soil provides physical support, acts as a water reservoir, and is a home for beneficial organisms.
Ideal soil is about one quarter air, one quarter
water, and half solid materials. Compacted
soils have too little air. Wet soils have poor
drainage.
“Double Digging” is the best way to improve your soil. It adds organic matter, improves drainage & aeration, and makes it easy
for plants to grow and thrive. Here’s how I
“double dig” my planting beds before any
planting begins.
Get the soil tested first, and add any recommended amendments. Before you dig, grab a
handful of soil and squeeze it. If it falls apart
you can start digging, but if it stays in a lump,
the soil is too wet. Digging when the soil is
too wet will create big clumps that will last
all year. Wait a few days and try again. If you
plan to plant in early spring, dig the previous
fall, leaving the bed bumpy to help freeze out
overwintering insects.
This procedure assumes you are creating
a raised bed. For an unbordered garden area
just skip the first step.
1. Set the box for the raised bed on level
ground.
2. Dig a 12 inch wide, 12 inch deep trench
across the bed. Set aside the soil you’ve removed.
3. Take a garden fork and break up the soil
in the bottom of the trench to a depth of a foot.
This eliminates any hardpan “bowl” under
the bed that can hold water.
4. Add 2 to 3 inches of organic matter to the
entire bed.
5. Dig a second trench adjacent to the first
trench, dumping the soil from second trench
into the first trench. Break up the soil in bottom of the second trench as above. Repeat this
process until you’ve dug the entire bed. Add
the soil set aside from the first trench to the
last trench.
6. Add 2 to 3 inches more organic matter to
the entire bed and dig it in. For annual and
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JIM JANKE DIAGRAMS

vegetable beds repeat just this
last step in subsequent years.
The finished bed should be 6
inches or more above the surrounding soil level.
Never walk on your improved soil. Walking on the
soil compacts it, making it
more difficult for roots to
grow (and plants to thrive.) If
you absolutely must step on
the bed, use a stepping board.
Mine is a 1 foot by 2 foot piece
of three-quarter inch plywood, with a rope attached
through a hole on one end. Stepping on the board
spreads out your weight more evenly, resulting in less
soil compaction. The rope makes it easier to retrieve
the board and hang it up in the garage.
Finished compost is an excellent source of organic
matter. If you don’t have compost, try “Compost plus
Cow Manure” or “Cow Manure plus Humus” at the
nursery or home center. Composted steer manure will
also work well, but is more expensive. Don’t use fresh
manure or peat moss. Fresh manure will burn plant

STEPPING BOARD / Jim Janke photo

roots and may contain parasites. Peat moss will
lower the soil pH.
Double digging is hard work, so be certain
you are physically able to do this. Or hire someone who is physically fit with a strong back.
But if you double dig your beds before planting
you’ll have a much better garden.
Jim Janke is an Extension Master Gardener Volunteer in Haywood County. For more information call the Haywood County Extension Center
at 828-456-3575. © 2013 NC State University.

Kids ‘grow’ when they garden
“What better place to ‘grow’
special school memories than in
a garden?”
— Carolyn Mann
Across the county, school gardens are becoming
more and more recognized as an important tool
in education. Gardens serve as experiential classrooms where children apply academic subjects in
an outdoor laboratory. They also create a fun environment where students learn meaningful life
skills, and hands-on, how to grow vegetables, fruits
and flowers.
For elementary school children, seeing vegetables and fruit grow helps them understand where
healthy food comes from. This can have an impact
on good eating habits. The gardens also provide a
place where children work cooperatively and take
82763

pride when the small seeds they plant become
thriving plants.
For many students, school gardens are their
first experience with seeds, plants and soil, said
Carolyn Mann, who taught at Estes Elementary
School near Biltmore Park for many years.
“As a former teacher I am rewarded when
I see a child reach that ‘ah ha’ moment when
they pull a carrot from the ground where they
planted the seed or when they taste the spinach
they grew for the first time. I know that children
will be rewarded for a lifetime if they learn how
to grow their own food,” she said.
In middle and high schools, gardens provide
a means for teachers from various disciplines to
address their core curriculums through projectbased learning. Thus students enjoy learning
biology, environmental science, service to the
community, and healthy lifestyles in a relevant
way.
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Since 2007, Buncombe County Extension
Master Gardeners have provided almost
$14,000 in grant money to help local schools initiate and sustain ‘Learning Gardens.’
For the 2013 school year alone, 18 different
schools received grants of varying amounts.
Master Gardeners use the proceeds from their
bi-annual Garden Tour to fund the grants program. Their 2013 Garden Tour is scheduled for
June 22, starting from the school garden at Isaac
Dickson Elementary School on Hill Street in
Asheville.
“Children learn that gardening can be good
exercise, provide delicious food, foster communication, build strong relationships and offers
an opportunity for students to work toward
a common goal,” said EMG Carolyn Mann of
Biltmore Forest, co-chairman of the School
Grants program. “What better place to ‘grow’
special school memories than in a garden?”

By Mary Koppenheffer
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Rustic elegance in the middle of town
By DeeAnna Haney
More than 100 acres of Christmas trees bring people to the
Boyd Mountain Log Cabin and Tree Farm in Jonathan Valley
each December, but it’s the rustic elegance and shabby chic
style of the vacation cabins that attract people year-round.
The simple quietness of the farm creates a rural feeling
although it’s located only minutes from downtown Maggie
Valley and Waynesville.
As a child, farm owner Danny Boyd told his teacher that
one day he would live in an old cabin and become a dentist
— both of which came true, his wife, Betsy Boyd said with
a laugh.

“The simple quietness of the farm creates
a rural feeling although it’s located only
minutes from downtown Maggie Valley
and Waynesville.”
The seven cabins available for rent have come from Madison County; Cosby, Tennessee; Kentucky and Virginia.
When it came to restoring the old cabins, the Boyds wanted
to retain as much of the original wood as possible while still
adding modern day comforts.
Danny Boyd handles the remodeling, but Betsy Boyd is
the interior designer, she said.
Light blue paint accents the porches and trim of each cabin, which were named after the place where they were originally found. Dark chestnut and pine make each one warm
and welcoming.
Little Cosby, one of the first cabins the Boyds restored,
was likely built in the 1850s. Remnants of the original newspaper wallpaper can still be found covering parts of the
wood.
Each cabin features similar décor such as homemade
quilts on each bed, rock fire places and long wooden familystyle kitchen tables with bright yellow flowers. The couple
also routinely scours auction houses and antique stores for
furniture and decorations.
In the Millstone, a cabin that was created from an old
cavaliered barn originally from Asheville, the Boyds have
accented the dark walls made of pine with rich red couches
in the living room. A stark white kitchen brings light to the
dark room and original wood leads guests to three bedrooms upstairs.
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DeeAnna Haney photo

In the Clinch Valley cabin, old tobacco
sticks line the space where an original window was located in the one-room home,
proving the couple always tries to stay true
to what the cabins once were.
Their own home, which is also located
on the farm, was created out of three old
cabins, and the style of the other cabins
carries out through their home. Dozens of
straw baskets hang from the ceiling in the
kitchen and in the corner of the room sits
an original wood stove, with old pots and
pans hanging overhead.
Having the cabins allows the Boyds to
not only run a thriving business, but also
play a part in preserving part of history
that is disappearing altogether. And sharing that with people is the most rewarding
aspect, Betsy Boyd said.
Visit www.boydmountain.com for more pictures
and information about the cabins.

DeeAnna Haney photo

Awash in squash
We hadn’t grown summer squash in years,
but decided to try some new varieties last year
that were advertised to produce smaller fruit
on more compact plants.
We experimented with two zucchini types
(‘Bush Baby’ and ‘Cube of Butter’) and
two Patty Pan types (‘G-Star’ and
‘Sunburst’.) On April 15,
I sowed three seeds in
each pot indoors. Peat
pots were used because
when they are moved
to the garden the roots
aren’t disturbed as
much, minimizing transplant shock. The seeds
germinated in three to four
days.
I cut off all but the strongest seedling in each
pot with scissors, and two weeks later began
taking them outside for increasing lengths of

By Jim Janke

time to harden off. Twenty five days after seeding the plants went into the ground. I made sure
that the top of each peat pot was beneath the soil
line; otherwise it would act like a wick to suck
moisture out of the root zone. Each
plant was covered with spun row
cover for a week to minimize sunscald. All the plants grew quickly.
‘Cube of Butter’ produced its first
edible-sized fruit by June 10, and
the others about a week later.
‘Bush Baby’ was an early casualty. Production was good
and fruit were an attractive
green with gray stripes, but
the flavor was a bit bitter, so
we pulled these plants out. The
two
Patty Pan types were firm and great
for stuffing when they reached about 4 inches
across. We liked ‘Sunburst’ better than ‘G-Star’
because the flesh was firmer and it produced

more fruit. ‘Cube of Butter’ was amazing: copious
quantities of firm fruit with flesh up to a half inch
thick that was perfect for roasting on the grille.
But by July 4, we were awash in squash, and had
to harvest every day to keep the fruit from getting
too large. We got tired of roasted squash, squash
casseroles, and squash soup. The freezer got full.
And we couldn’t give away the excess fast enough.
Even though these varieties were supposed to be
more compact than standard types, they were still
quite large, requiring about a 4-foot by 4 -foot area
for each plant. We liked ‘Sunburst’ and ‘Cube of
Butter’ best. Next time we’ll put in one plant each
of these two only. Maybe. And avoid the sleepless
nights.
Jim Janke is an Extension Master Gardener Volunteer in
Haywood County. For more information call the Haywood
County Extension Center at 456-3575. © 2013 NC State University.
82697
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How to improve your
home’s curb appeal
By Mary Koppenheffer

“Superior Landscaping Craftsmanship”

Creating beautiful landscapes for over 30 years

Custom landscape design & installation
Lawn maintenance • Paver walks & patios
Boulder & stone work • Landscape lighting
Naturalistic water features
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www.autreylandscaping.com
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One of the best ways to improve
the ‘curb appeal’ of a home is to
update or renovate the landscaping. It can also serve to increase the
home’s value for resale.
Adam Banks, licensed design
contractor with Autrey Tree &
Landscaping Co., Inc., offers some
suggestions
on how to
give a home
a beautiful
and
welcoming entrance.
“While
every house
and yard is
different,”
he said, “I
generally
start
with
the ‘hardscaping.’” This is a term
for the concrete, brick, stone or
wood, walkways, steps, and paths
that lead to the front door.
“I work with a lot of stone because it can be made to look like it’s
been in place forever. And, perennials or annuals peeking over a rock
edging can be a beautiful feature.”
Once the hardscaping has been
put in place, the next step is to create the flow for the planting beds.
“The beds in a home landscape
should mimic what you see in nature — lines that are soft and soothing to the eye, rather than straight,”
he said.
It is important to enhance the soil
before planting, and then to select a

combination of base plantings with
varying heights and textures, set in
groupings, rather than rows.
Plant selection criteria are the sun
and shade requirements and the
plant’s size at maturity.
Finding niches in the landscape
to add an accent of color is a good
way to add
both perennials
and
annuals to
the
landscape,
he
said.
“ L o o k
for perennials that are
low maintenance, but
also have a
Donated photo
long-blooming season, for example, zagreb or
moonbeam coreopsis,” he said. He
also suggested using ‘repeat bloomers.’
The finishing step in renovating
or renewing a front landscape to
really ‘pop,’ is to mulch the planting beds. Banks suggested a dark
mulch, preferably pine, as a nice
contrast to the green leaves of the
plants. “And well-maintained grass
that leads up to the new landscaped
area helps everything work together,” he said.
For more information about renovating
or updating a yard to create more visual
appeal, call Autrey Tree & Landscaping at
(828) 675-5311, or visit their website, Autreylandscaping.com.

Roberts reclaim roots on Soaring Mountain
By Jessi Stone
Margaret and Hughes Roberts, of Waynesville, have taken the things
from their past and made something new and beautiful for their future on
Soaring Mountain Drive.
And the name of their street says it all. Their 4,500-square foot log home
sits on top of a steep drive overlooking the mountains and valleys surrounding Plott Creek.
The Roberts’ decided to move to Haywood County from St. Louis permanently in 2008 when Hughes retired from IBM. They had acquired all
their parents’ furniture along with other precious family heirlooms during
their 42 years of marriage.
But instead of throwing away the old, they have found a way to repurpose those pieces in their eclectic and comfortable home.
“We decided to build a house around the furniture,” Margaret said.
Roots continues on page 12
Margaret and Hughes Roberts stand in their red Dutch door, which is reminiscent of the farmhouse Margaret grew up in when she lived in Virginia.

Jessi Stone photo
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The two grew up in Virginia, but have long ties
with Haywood County.
Hughes’ grandfather was a Methodist minister,
and his family often vacationed at their cottage at
Lake Junaluska built in 1917.
“I’ve always wanted to live in the mountains — I
knew I had to marry a man who could bring me
here,” Margaret joked.
With inspiration from the log farmhouse she
grew up in, Margaret and Hughes worked with architect Randy Cunningham with Mountain Design
to turn their dream into a reality. She showed them
pictures of the furniture and was specific about
what she wanted.
Margaret is an artist whose work can be found
in many of the galleries in downtown Waynesville. Many of her pieces also hang throughout
their home, making the Roberts’ style even more
personal. They utilized the services of local interior

Jessi Stone photo

The Roberts’ log home includes family furniture and
original artwork.
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designer Kathy Greeley to make the home complete.
“Elegant is Kathy’s style. This is not her style,”
Margaret said as she looked around her living
room. “But she understood what I wanted.”
The home feels like a farmhouse, especially
with adjoining rooms, a kitchen with pots and
pans hanging from the ceiling on a galvanized
pipe and a red Dutch door leading out onto the
covered porch.
The mountain view, several rocking chairs,
a fireplace and a hammock make the first level
porch a great place to entertain company. A drystacked fireplace in the living room and large
oriental rugs lying over the reclaimed heart pine
floors give the home a traditional and cozy feel.
The master bedroom contains a high back
walnut bedframe, also a family antique and
their dog Pepper’s favorite spot for a nap. Attached to the bedroom is Hughes’ office, which
is furnished with his grandfather’s roll top desk
and green window shades.
But Margaret’s workspace is her favorite part

“I’ve always wanted to live in the
mountains — I knew I had to marry
a man who could bring me here.”
			

— Margaret Roberts

of the home. A narrow staircase leading down
into the art studio displays many of Margaret’s
colorful paintings. The studio also has an “unfinished” farmhouse look with wooden beams
just below the ceiling.
It gives Margaret the feeling she’s back home
inside a dairy barn. In the center of the room
is an old wooden table long enough to seat 12.
This is where she and her friends gather each
Monday to paint and create. The studio also has
a guest bedroom and bathroom and opens up
onto a lower level porch.
The Roberts found another way to repurpose
family furniture by using Margaret’s mother’s
marble-top chest of drawers in the bathrooms.
Greeley helped them find porcelain basins to

use as sinks on top of the drawers.
Margaret and Hughes credit Scott Campbell
and his construction crew with skillfully implementing many of the unique features of their
home.
They are finally at home again in the mountains and are very glad they took the extra time
and effort with their design team to make sure
it was exactly what they wanted.

Jessi Stone photo

Margaret Roberts’ studio displays her artwork.

80774
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It has been a cold and wet spring in the mountains, but color has started
to peak through the landscape. The yellow tips of daffodils have come,
while lawns and trees are turning from brown to lush green. And as the
landscape rewards us with fresh color each spring, home furniture designers introduced new styles, colors and trends in home furnishings to brighten up the inside as well.
“There’s an outcropping of new styles, colors and trends in home furnishings this year,” said Phyllis Roberts, owner of Divine Design in South
Asheville. “We are so excited to begin showing what’s new this spring.”
One of the major upholstered lines carried by Divine Design is Norwalk
Furniture. “Norwalk, excels at keeping their collective finger on the pulse
of what’s trending out there globally. In traveling the world, Norwalk is
able to tell us what’s going to be hot in interior design for the coming season,” Roberts said.
Norwalk shares five new 2013 furniture trends that shoppers can see at
Divine Design:
The first new trend has been called Velvet Reverie, Reminiscent of rooms
of great luxury, and old world warmth and texture (think Downton Abbey.) This new trend features combinations of drawing room pink-toned
reds, deep salmon, and rose hued pinks. Fabrics are intimate to the touch
and leathers sumptuous to the eye and hand. Generously scaled sofas,
enveloping seating options and the touch-me temptation of shadowed velvets create rich intimate spaces that are hard to resist.
In contrast to the richness of Velvet Reverie, the second new trend is
Urban Studio — a hip, graphic and modern style, featuring clean-lined
silhouettes in a bold and contemporary mix. On trend graphite/citron
and tangerine/teal color combinations echo a tech savvy lifestyle, while
reclaimed wood accents reflect an environmental sensitivity. Colorful
painted wood finishes mix comfortably with steel and silver toned metals,
while textured fabrics reflect a fresh aesthetic.
The next trend in global designs this spring is The Kashbah, inspired
by the magical mix of Moorish and Spanish design themes. Infused with
earthy colors of cactus green, sandy clay, and Atlas blue, this richly textured look brings to mind delicate floral patterns of Moroccan tradition,
as well as Berber rugs. The juxtaposition of the baked desert and the cool
oasis of The Kasbah create a rich exoticism and well-traveled vibe for this
decorative theme.
For those who love richness of color, Gem Palace might be the most inspired choice. Inspired by India and energized by exuberant colors and
mixed patterns, this trend features deep amethyst, peridot and pearl hues,

“Generously scaled sofas,
enveloping seating options and the
touch-me temptation of shadowed
velvets create rich intimate spaces that
are hard to resist.”
as well as all the shades of blue. This collection of fabrics
has a reflective and lustrous quality inspired by their Rajasthan origins.
Norwalk rounds out it’s 2013 furniture trends with
Monogram — think Tory, Lilly and Kate and you’ll catch
the country club inspired vibe of the Monogram collection.
Happy Palm Beach prints, bright preppy greens, and classic fabric patterns punctuate this lively collection. Tweedy
birds and pampered pooches accompany the well-heeled to
their latest tennis lesson.
Phyllis Roberts is a designer and owner of Divine Living Furniture
currently located at 30 Bryson St. #100…Soon to be relocating to south
Asheville. Phyllis can be reached at 828-505-7991 or phyllis@divinelivingfurniture.com
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